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1. Introduction
In this paper we study the existence of continua of non-stationary solu-
tions bifurcating from a line of trivial solutions in infinite dimensional semi-
flows. Our principal theoretical tool is the Conley index theory [4] as
extended to semiflows in infinite dimensional spaces by Rybakowski [11].
We first prove our main results for abstract semiflows. We then apply those
results to ordinary differential equations and, in our main application, to
semilinear reaction diffusion systems on bounded domains.
Consider the abstract reaction-diffusion system in a real Banach space X,
du
dt
+Au=*u+f (*, u) (1)
with f (*, u)=o(u) as u  0. We prove that if ** is a real eigenvalue of the
linearized elliptic problem
Au=*u (2)
then a local continuum of solution orbits (*, u(t)) # R_X of (1), with
u=u(t) defined and bounded for all t # R, bifurcates from the line of trivial
solutions (*, 0) at *=**. This is true independently of the multiplicity
of **. Each such bifurcating continuum is either unbounded in R_X or else
meets a section [+*]_X where +* is the real part of another (neighboring)
eigenvalue of (2). This contrasts to the situation in the stationary semi-
linear elliptic case, where in general odd multiplicity is needed for positive
results [8]. It is well known that for stationary problems, there need be no
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bifurcation at eigenvalues of even multiplicity, even in finite dimensions,
unless the problem has variational structure. Moreover, the lack of a bifur-
cating continuum is known to be possible at eigenvalues of even multiplicity
even for problems with variational structure [12]. However, by using the
limit sets of the bifurcating non stationary solutions obtained herein, one
can in some frameworks obtain bifurcation and multiplicity results for
semilinear elliptic equations and systems. There is a simple illustration of
this in the last section.
We now describe in more detail our results for reaction-diffusion
systems. Let 0/Rd be a bounded open set with boundary 0 of class
C1+:, 0<:<1, and let * # R represent a parameter. We consider bifurca-
tion questions regarding reaction-diffusion systems such as
&tu +D 2u +C(x)u +*u +F(x, u , *)=0, (t, x) # R_0, (3)
Bu =0, on R_0 (4)
where u =(u1 , ..., um)t, D is a real diagonal matrix with di :=dii>0, for
1im, 2= 2xi denotes the Laplace operator, C=C(x) is an m_m
matrix valued function with entries in C:(0 ), F=(F1 , ..., Fm)t is a con-
tinuous Rm valued function with entries Ho lder continuous in x and locally
Lipschitz in u , uniformly for * in compact intervals. The boundary operator
B is either B=Id (Dirichlet conditions), B=&+b(x) Id, b(x)0, & a
smooth outward normal on 0, or else B represents spatially periodic
boundary conditions (and 0 is a parallelepiped). We assume
F(x, u , *)=o( |u | ) as |u |  0 in Rm.
By a full bounded solution of (3), (4) we mean a function u =u (t, x),
u # C(R_0 , Rm), satisfying (3) on R_0, (4) on R_0, and such that
u # L(R_0, Rm). We show that every real eigenvalue ** of
D 2u +C(x)u +*u =0 in 0, Bu =0 on 0 (5)
is a bifurcation point of (3), (4) in the sense that the parabolic system has
a full bounded solution in every neighborhood of (**, 0) in R_Y, where
Y is an appropriate Banach space of functions contained in Cb(R_0 , Rm),
the Banach space of bounded continuous functions on R_0 . Actually this
has already been shown by Rybakowski [11]. The contribution of this
paper is to show that continua of bounded solutions bifurcate, and that
these continua have global properties. Let X0 be an appropriate space of
initial functions for solutions to (3); for example, a possible choice is
X0=C1+&(0 ) for some 0<&<1. Let
S0=[(*, ) # R_X0 : {0, (3), (4)
has a full bounded solution through ]
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and let S be the closure of S0 in R_X0 . Let C be the component of S
containing (**, 0). We show that C is either unbounded in R_X0 or else
it meets [+]_X0 with +=Re(*1) and *1 {** is another, possibly com-
plex, eigenvalue of (5).
Our results may be used to study the existence of bifurcating equilibria,
that is, solutions to
D 2u +C(x)u +*u +F(x, u , *)=0, in 0, Bu =0 on 0. (6)
If C(x) is symmetric and F={u f for some real valued function f, the bifur-
cation result for (3), (4) implies that for each eigenvalue **, (**, 0) is a
bifurcation point of (6). This also is shown in [11]. However, we can con-
clude more. If the full bounded bifurcating solutions (*, u ) of (3), (4) satisfy
an estimate of the form &u &L(0_R)M(*) where M is a continuous func-
tion, our bifurcation result for (3), (4) implies that there is an interval I of
real numbers containing ** and at least one of its neighboring eigenvalues
such that (6) has a non-trivial solution for each * # I. In the last section we
illustrate this with a one dimensional periodic boundary value problem,
obtaining criteria for the existence of non-trival periodic solutions. Similar
questions regarding equilibria for higher dimensional problems and for
systems are better left for a future work.
The proof of our main result is based upon the homotopy index theory
for infinite dimensional dynamical systems as developed by Rybakowski
[10], [11]. This is an extension of the index theory of Conley [4], which
is valid for dynamical systems in locally compact spaces. The homotopy
index of compact isolated invariant sets in a semiflow has certain
invariance properties similar to those of Leray-Schauder degree. We first
prove a general homotopy index continuation theorem. The continuation
theorem is then used in the proof of our abstract bifurcation theorem. The
proof the bifurcation theorem has formal similarities to P. Rabinowitz'
degree theoretic proof of his theorem on global bifurcation [8] at eigen-
values of odd multiplicity, but there are also important differences. Some of
these differences arise from the fact that we are looking for non-stationary
full solutions to semiflows. Another difference lies in the properties of the
homotopy index compared with those of Leray-Schauder degree. Thus, a
key step in the proof of the main result in [8] uses the excision property
of Leray-Schauder degree in a non-trivial way. The homotopy index lacks
an excision property, and so we cannot rely upon an excision argument.
In Section 2 we state and prove a general homotopy continuation
theorem. In Section 3 we prove a general bifurcation result for semiflows.
In Section 4 we show one way to apply our results to ordinary differential
equations. Section 5 contains applications to reaction-diffusion systems. In
Section 6 we apply the results on reaction-diffusion equations to stationary
bifurcation.
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2. Homotopy Continuation for Semiflows
Let (X, d) be a complete metric space with metric d and R+=[0, ),
and R&=(&, 0]. Let D be an open subset of the product space X_R+;
by a semiflow on X we mean a continuous mapping S: D  X satisfying
(1) For all x # X there is an |x , 0<|x+, such that (x, t) # D
if and only if 0t<|x .
(2) S(x, 0)=x for all x # X.
(3) If (x, t) # D and (S(x, t), s) # D then (x, t+s) # D and S(S(x, t), s)
=S(x, t+s).
We will usually write S(t)x for S(x, t).
Let J/R be an interval and _: J  X. The mapping _ is said to be a
solution of S if for all t # J and s # R+ for which t+s # J, one has that S(s)
_(t) is defined and S(s)_(t)=_(t+s). If in addition 0 # J and _(0)=x then
_ is called a solution through x. If J=R, then _ is called a full solution.
Let Z/X, and let
I+(Z)=[x # X : S([0, |x))x/Z]
I&(Z)=[x # X : _ a solution _:R&  X through x with _(R&)/Z]
I(Z)=I+(Z) & I &(Z).
The set Z is said to be positively invariant if I +(Z)=Z, negatively
invariant if I &(Z)=Z, and invariant if I(Z)=Z. We are mainly interested
in the case that X is a Banach space and Z is a bounded subset of X. In
this case, for the kinds of flows we consider, |x= whenever x # I+(Z).
In this situation, a bounded set Z will be invariant if and only if for every
x # Z there is a full solution _ through x with _(t) # Z for all t # R.
Charles Conley's index theory, explicated in [4], associates an index
with each isolated compact invariant set in a flow on a locally compact
metric space. This index is something of an extension of the Morse index,
but the index values are compact pointed topological spaces; more
precisely, they are homotopy classes of such spaces. The index is stable
under small perturbations of the flow, and is invariant under homotopy
provided an isolating neighborhood for the invariant set is preserved under
the homotopy. The index has existence implications analogous to those
of degree theory. Conley's theory is directly applicable to autonomous
ordinary differential equations. Later Rybakowski [10], [11] extended the
Conley theory to semiflows on infinite dimensional spaces, under certain
compactness assumptions. These assumptions are satisfied by the semiflows
generated by many semilinear parabolic systems. In this section we will
apply the theory in [11] to the study of semiflows.
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Let S be a semiflow on X and let U/X be an open set. We will say U
is strongly S-admissible provided
(1) S does not explode in U ; that is, whenever x # X and S(t)x # U
for 0t<|x then |x=.
(2) If xn # X and tn # R+ are sequences with tn   as n   and
S([0, tn]) xn # U for all n # N then the sequence S(tn) xn has a convergent
subsequence.
If S+ , + # A/R is a family of semiflows on X, then the open set U is said
to be strongly admissible for the family [S+ : + # A] provided
(1) No S+ explodes in U .
(2) Whenever xn # X, tn # R+, +n # A are sequences, tn  , and
S+n([0, tn]) xn # U for every n # N then the sequence of end points S+n(tn)
xn has a convergent subsequence.
A semiflow S on X is said to be asymptotically smooth if, for any non-
empty, closed, bounded set B/X for which S(t)B/B, for all t0, there
is a compact set K/B such that K attracts B [5]. If S is asymptotically
smooth and B/X is nonempty and the positive orbit #+(B) is bounded,
then the positive limit set |(B) is nonempty, compact, invariant (positively
and negatively), and |(B) attracts B. If in addition B is connected then
|(B) is connected ([5], p. 36).
The following Lemma is proven in [13]:
Lemma 1. Let S be an asymptotically smooth semiflow on a Banach
space X, and suppose all bounded open sets are strongly admissible for S. Let
U be a bounded open set and suppose U is an isolating neighborhood. Then
K=I(U ) is compact.
Suppose S is asymptotically smooth and all bounded open sets are
strongly admissible. Then by the Lemma if U is a bounded open set and
U is an isolating neighborhood then K=I(U ) is a compact isolated
invariant set. It follows [11] that the homotopy index of K relative to S
is defined. Since this is associated with the open bounded set U we will
denote it by h(S, U), instead of the usual h(S, K). More generally, if U is
an isolating neighborhood, by h(S, U) we mean h(S, KU), where KU is the
maximal invariant set in U. If U is bounded, then under the hypotheses of
this paper, KU is compact (and may be empty). The properties of h(S, U)
are the same as for h(S, KU), since by h(S, U) we only mean the homotopy
index of KU , the maximal invariant set in the isolating neighborhood U .
If S+ , for + # [a, b], is a family of semiflows on X, we say the family is
continuous in + provided whenever a sequence (tn , xn , +n) converges to
some (t, x, +) with S+(t)x defined, then S+n(tn)xn is also defined for all
large n, and S+n(tn) xn  S+(t)x.
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Suppose S+ , + # [a, b], is a family of semiflows on X, continuous in +.
If a bounded open set U is strongly S+-admissible and U is an isolating
neighborhood for each +, then h(S+ , U) is defined and independent of
+ # [a, b]. This follows immediately from the continuation theorem in
[11], p. 65, and the discussion in our paragraphs above. Now suppose
O/[a, b]_X; then for + # [a, b] by O+ we mean the section [x # X:
(+, x) # O]. We prove the following more general continuation theorem,
analogous to one from degree theory.
Theorem 2. Suppose for each + # [a, b], a<b real numbers, that S+ is
a local semiflow on the complete metric space X. Suppose every closed
bounded subset of X is strongly admissible for the family [S+ : a+b],
each S+ is asymptotically smooth, and the family is continuous in +. Let
O/[a, b]_X be a (relatively) open bounded set. Let I+ denote the maximal
invariant set in O + . Suppose that if x # I+ for some + # [a, b] then
(+, x)  O. Then the homotopy index h(S+ , O+) is defined and independent
of + # [a, b].
Proof. If x # I+ for some +, then we must have x  O+ , so O + is a
bounded isolating neighborhood of I+ . By Lemma 1 the set I+ is compact.
Thus [+]_I+ is compact and contained in O. (If I+=< then [+]_I+=<).
Given (+, x) # [+]_I+ , there exists a number $x>0 and an open Vx /X
such that (+, x) # [+&$x , ++$x]_Vx :=Wx /O. Now
[Wx : x # I+]
is a cover of [+]_I+ and by compactness a finite subcover exists. Let
[Wi : 1iq] be this finite subcover, and Wi=[+&$i , ++$i]_Vi . Let
V+= .
q
i=1
Vi and $+=min[$i : 1iq].
Then we have
[+]_I+ /[+&$+ , ++$+]_V+ /O.
Now V + is a closed bounded isolating neighborhood for the semiflow S+ ,
so V+ is also an isolating neighborhood for St for all t in an open
neighborhood of + in [a, b]. In fact It /V+ for all t sufficiently near +, as
we now show.
Suppose there exist sequences tn  + and xn # In :=Itn with xn  V+ .
Through each xn there is a full bounded motion _n with _n(t) # In for all t
and Stn(t) _n(s)=_n(t+s) for all s # R and t0. Now let
B= .
+ # [a, b]
I+
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so that B is bounded and Stn[0, t] _n(s)/B for all n # N, s # R, and t0.
Now Stn(n) _n(&n)=_n(0)=xn ; thus the sequence [xn] has a convergent
subsequence, which we relabel as [xn]. Let x =lim xn . We claim x # I+ . We
will construct a full bounded motion \(t) through x with \(t) # O + , and
hence in I+ , for all t # R. For each t0 we have Stn(t) xn  S+(t)x . Thus
S+(t)x is defined and bounded for all t0. Moreover (tn , xn) # O for all n,
so (+, x ) # O . Let \0(t)=S+(t)x for t0.
Now Stn(n) _n(&1&n)=_n(&1); thus the sequence _n(&1) has a con-
vergent subsequence , which we relabel as before. Let y1=lim _n(&1). Let
\1(t)=S+(t+1) y1 for t &1; as \0 we have \1(t) # O + for all t&1.
Moreover \1(0) = S+(1) y1 = lim Stn(1) _n(&1) = lim _n(0) = lim xn = x .
Thus \1(t)=S+(t+1) y1=S+(t)x =\0(t) for t0. Similarly we can find a
y2 and define \2(t)=S+(t+2) y2 for t&2, and we will have \2(t)=\1(t)
for t&1 and of course \2(t)=S+(t)x for t0. We may continue,
defining \k(t) for t&k, for all k # N, with \k(t)=\j (t) for t # [&k, ) &
[& j, ). Let \(t) be the function defined by \(t)=\k(t) for t&k. Then
\(t) lies in O + for all t # R. For s&k we have S+(t) \(s)=S+(t) \k(s)=
S+(t) S+(s+k) yk=S+(t+s+k) yk=\k(t+s)=\(t+s). Thus \(t) is a
full bounded solution through x for S+ . This implies x # I+ . Contradiction.
Thus we must have It /V+ for all t in an open neighborhood of +.
It therefore follows [11] that h(St , V+) is constant for t near +, say for
|t&+|<'0 , and t # [a, b]. Now It /Ot so It /Ot & V+ . Hence
h(St , Ot)=h(St , Ot & V+)=h(St , V+)=h(S+ , V+)=h(S+ , O+)
for |t&+|<'0 . Since this is true for all + # [a, b], and [a, b] is connected,
we conclude that
h(S+ , O+)#constant
for + # [a, b]. This completes the proof of the theorem.
3. Bifurcating Continua in Semiflows
For simplicity, and because our main applications are in that direction,
in this section we take X to be a Banach space with norm & }&. Let
J=[a, b] be a compact interval of real numbers containing the number +0
in its interior. Let S+ , + # J, be a continuous family of (local) semiflows on
X. We assume there is a line of trivial solutions, that is, there is q # X
such that
S+(t)q=q for all t0 and + # J.
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Definition 3. The pair (+0 , q) # J_X is a said to be a bifurcation
point if for every =>0 there is a pair (+, x) # J_X with x{q and such that
there is a full S+ -solution _=_(t) through x satisfying
&_(t)&q&+|+&+0 |<= for all t # R.
Notice that if _(t) is a full solution through x, and _(t0)=y, then
\(t)=_(t+t0) is a solution through y. Let
S*=[(+, x) : there is a full bounded solution for S+ through x]
S0=[(+, x) # S* : x{q]
and let
S=S 0 .
Theorem 4. Assume: (1) Each S+ , + # J, is asymptotically smooth.
(2) Each bounded open set in X is strongly admissible for the family [S+ : + #
[a, b]]. (3) There is a q # X such that S+(t)q=q for all + # J and t0, and
[q] is an isolated invariant set for each S+ , + # J"[+0]. (4) h(Sa , [q]){
h(Sb , [q]).
Then (c1): For all =>0 there exists (+, x) # J_X, x{q, and a full
S+-solution _ through x satisfying &_(t)&q&+|+&+0 |<= for all t # R; that
is, (+0 , q) is a bifurcation point. (c2): Let C denote the component of S con-
taining (+0 , q); then either C is unbounded or else C meets [a, b]_X.
Proof. (c1): If there is no bifurcation, then there is an =>0 such that
there is no nontrivial full S+-solution _(t) with max(&_(t)&q&,
|+&+0 | )= for all t # R. Thus B (q, =) is an isolating neighborhood of [q]
for all S+ with &=+=. Thus the homotopy index h(S+ , [q]) is constant
for |+&+0 |=. But h(S&= , q)=h(Sa , q){h(Sb , q)=h(S= , q). This con-
tradiction shows that (0, q) is a bifurcation point.
(c2): Suppose C is bounded. We will show that C is compact. Let
(+n , xn) be a sequence in C. Without loss of generality we can assume that
[+n] converges to some + # [a, b]. Let Cn=[x # X : (+n , x) # C]. Each Cn
is bounded and invariant under S+n and the asymptotic smoothness of S+n
now implies that each Cn is compact. Now arguing like in the first part of
the proof of Theorem 2 we can show there is a subsequence of [xn] which
converges in X to a point x # C+ , proving that C is compact.
Now suppose C is not only bounded but does not meet [a, b]_X. We
claim there is a bounded open set O/[a, b]_X such that C/O, and
O & S*=<. Now C is compact. Let U be a $-neighborhood of C such
that the distance d(P1 C, [a, b])>$, where P1 is the projection (+, x) [ +.
Let K=U & S. Then arguing as before, we can show K is compact. By
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construction U & C=<. By a lemma from point set topology (see [3] or
[14]), there are disjoint compact sets A, B with C/A, U & S/B, and
K=A _ B. Let A\ be a \-neighborhood of A in [a, b]_X where \ is less
than the distance from A to [a, b]_X and less than the distance
from A to B. Now A\ contains a maximal open interval (!, ')_[q] with
+0 # (!, '). The set A\ may also contain trivial solutions (+, q) with
+  (!, '). However, the only solutions in S* on A\ will consist of (!, q),
(', q), and possibly other trivial solutions (+, q). By hypothesis [q] is an
isolated invariant set for each S+ , +{+0; by using compactness arguments
again (asymptotic smoothness) one can show there is an r0>0 such that
the closed ball B (q, r0) is an isolating neighborhood of q for each S+ with
a+(!++0)2 or (+0+')2+b, and r0 is so small that
[(!++0)2, (+0+')2]_B (q, r0)/A\ .
Let
O=A\ _ ([a, b]_B(q, r0));
then O is open and bounded in [a, b]_X. Let I+ be the maximal invariant
set in O + . Then if x # I+ then (+, x)  O. By Theorem 2 the homotopy
index h(S+ , O+) is defined and independent of + # [a, b]. But h(Sa , Oa)=
h(Sa , B(q, r0)){h(Sb , B(q, r0))=h(Sb , Ob), so we have reached a contra-
diction. This proves the theorem.
4. Bifurcation in Ordinary Differential Equations
We consider parameter dependent system of ordinary differential equations
dx
dt
=f (+, x) (7)
where f # C 1(R_D, Rm) with D an open subset of Rm. In the two dimen-
sional setting we have the following.
Theorem 5. Suppose m=2 in (7), and let ;+ denote the flow generated
by (7), and:
(1%) f (+, 0)=0 for all + # R, and there is a neighborhood N of the
origin such that N is an isolating neighborhood of the origin for +0 and
x=0 is the only equilibrium point in N for all + # R.
(2%) [0] is an isolated invariant set in the flow ;+ for all + # R, with
[0] asymptotically stable for +0 and a repeller for +>0.
Then there is an =0>0 such that for each 0<+<=0 , (7) has a non-trivial
periodic solution x+ whose orbit encloses the origin and |x+(t)|<=0 for all
t # R.
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Proof. It follows from (2%) that h(;+ , [0])=0 for +0 and
h(;+ , [0])=2 for +>0. By Theorem 4 there is a continuum C of full
bounded solutions bifurcating from (0, 0). For (+, x+(t)) # C in a small
neighborhood of (0, 0) we must have +>0, since if +0 the :-limit set of
x+ cannot contain the origin, since the origin is asymptotically stable;
moreover :(x+) cannot contain any equilibria. Thus by the Poincare 
Bendixson theory :(x+) is a periodic orbit encircling the origin. But
periodic orbits cannot exist in arbitrarily small neighborhoods of the origin
for +0 since N is an isolating neighborhood for +0. Thus we must have
+>0. Now for small positive + we see that 0  |(x+) since the origin must
be repelling, and hence |(x+) must be a small periodic orbit encircling the
origin.
Example 6. The Van der Pol equation,
d 2x
dt2
+(x2&+)
dx
dt
+x=0,
when written as a system in R2, satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem.
More generally we have
Theorem 7. Let f # C1(R_D, Rm) with D/Rm an open set. Let ;+
denote the flow generated by (7). Suppose
(1o): f (+, 0)=0 for all + # R, and there is a neighborhood N of the
origin such that N is an isolating neighborhood of the origin for all +0, and
f (+, x){0 for all x # N"[0] and + # R.
(2o): [0] is an isolated invariant set in the flow ;+ for all + # R, with
[0] asymptotically stable for +0, and a repeller for +>0.
Then there is an =0>0 such that for each 0<+<=0 there is a full bounded
solution x+(t) of (71) with |x+(t)|<=0 for all t # R and the origin is not con-
tained in either the positive or negative limit sets of x+ .
Proof. The proof is like that of the previous theorem, but we no longer
can appeal to Poincare Bendixson theory, so we cannot conclude that
periodic orbits exist.
5. Bifurcation in ReactionDiffusion Systems
In this section we will apply the results of the preceding section to
systems of reactiondiffusion equations.
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Let 0/RN be a bounded domain with boundary 0 of class C 2+&,
0<&<1. We wish to consider systems of reaction diffusion equations,
where for simplicity our elliptic operators are just constant multiples of the
Laplace operator. It will be apparent that there is no mathematical
necessity for this simplification. Thus we consider systems of the form
tu&D2u&C(x)u=*u+g(x, u, *) in 0_R (8)
Bu=0 in 0_R (9)
where u=(u1 , u2 , ..., um)t is an m-dimensional column vector with ui=
ui (x, t) for (x, t) # 0_J. D=(di) is a diagonal matrix with di>0 the
element in the i th row and column. C(x) is an m_m matrix of functions
cij (x) with each cij # C&(0 ), and g: 0 _Rm_R, g= g(x, u, *), is continuous
in all variables and C& in x # 0 , uniformly with respect to the other
variables incompact sets, and C1 in u # Rm. The boundary conditions we
take to be either Bu=u, or Bu=u&+b(x)u, with b(x)0 and & and
outward normal, or else B represents spatially periodic boundary condi-
tions (and 0 is a parallelepiped). We assume that g(x, u, *)=o( |u| ) as
|u|  0, uniformly with respect to (x, *) in compact sets, and prove the
existence of continua of full bounded solutions to (8), (9) bifurcating from
real eigenvalues of the stationary linear problem
&D 2u&C(x)u=*u in 0 (10)
Bu=0 on 0. (11)
By a full bounded solution to (8), (9), we mean a function u=u(x, t)
satisfying (8), (9) with u # C 2+&, 1+&2(0 _R, Rm) for some 0<&<1 and
&u&1+&, 0 :=sup
t # R
&u( } , t)&C1+&(0 )<. (12)
We denote the Banach space of Rm valued functions continuous on 0 _R
and satisfying (12) by C 1+&b (0 _R, R
m), and C 1+&(0 ) will denote the func-
tions in C 1+v(0 , Rm). Let X0=C 1+v(0 ), and
S0=[(*, ) # R_X0, {0: _a full bounded
solution of (8), (9) through ].
Let S be the closure of S0 in R_C 1+&(0 ).
We say (*, 0) is a bifurcation point of (8), (9) provided every
neighborhood of (*, 0) in R_C 1+&b (0 _R, R
m) contains a non-trivial solu-
tion of (8), (9).
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Theorem 8. Let * be a real eigenvalue of (10), (11). Then (c1): (* , 0) is
a bifurcation point for (8), (9), and (c2): Let C be the component of S con-
taining (* , 0). Then either (i) C is unbounded in R_C1+&(0 ), or (ii) C meets
some [*

]_X0 with *
{* , and *

=Re(+ ) with + another eigenvalue of (10),
(11).
Proof. We shall put problem (8), (9) into the setting of an abstract
evolution system. We will then apply the results of the previous section,
together with additional arguments.
Let p>N, X=(Lp(0))m, the product of m factors of Lp(0). Let D(A) be
the closure in (W2, p(0))m of the set of all functions in (C2(0 ))m=
C2(0 , Rm) satisfying the boundary conditions Bu=0. For u # D(A) define
A: D(A)/X  X by
Au=&D2u&Cu.
Then, A is a sectorial operator and has a compact resolvent. Let _(A)
denote the spectrum of A. Choose : with 0<:<1 so that 0<2:&Np;
then
X:/C;(0 , Rm) for 0;<2:&Np
and the embedding is continuous [6]. Choose p>N so large and : so close
to 1 that we may take ;=1+&. Define G: R_X:  X by G(*, u)(x)=
g(x, u(x), *); then G is continuous, and maps bounded sets into bounded
sets. We consider the abstract evolution equation
u$(t)+Au(t)=*u(t)+G(*, u(t)), u({)= # X:/C 1+&B (0 ) (13)
which generates a semiflow S* on X: for each real number *. Moreover the
fact that A has a compact resolvent and the properties of G imply that S*
is asymptotically smooth (cf. [5]). The semiflows S* are continuous in *
and every bounded set in X: is strongly admissible (see [6], [11]).
Now the eigenvalues of A are discrete and each has finite multiplicity.
They can be ordered as Re(*1)Re(*2). . . and Re(*k)   as k  .
Let ; be a real number. There are finitely many eigenvalues * with
Re(*);. Let (' 1 , ' 2) be the maximal open interval such that
(' 1 , ' 2) & Re(_(A))=[* ].
Now let '1 , '2 be any numbers satisfying ' 1<'1<* <'2<' 2 . Thus there
are no eigenvalues of A with real part in the interval ['1 , * ), and none with
real part in the interval (* , '2]. Thus there are nonnegative integers r<s
with r equal to the sum of the multiplicities of all eigenvalues with real part
less than * and s equal to the sum of the multiplicities of all eigenvalues
with real part less than + for any + # (* , '2]. If ?* denotes the semiflow on
X: generated by
u$(t)+Au(t)=*u(t) (14)
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then Rybakowski ([11], p. 59) has shown that the homotopy index
h(?* , [0])=7r for * # ['1 , * ), and h(?* , [0])=7s for * # (* , '2], where
7k, k a nonnegative integer, denotes the pointed k-dimensional sphere. By
using the assumption that g(x, u, *)=o( |u| ) as |u|  0 one can show that
h(S* , [0])=h(?* , [0]) for * # ['1 , '2]"[* ]. It follows from Theorem 4
that (* , 0) is a bifurcation point for the semiflows S* . Moreover if C
denotes the component of S containing (* , 0) then C is either unbounded
in ('1 , '2)_X: or else meets ['1 , '2]_X :. There are two cases, either
both of ' 1 , ' 2 are finite or else ' 1=& and ' 2 is finite. Suppose both of
' 1 , ' 2 are finite. Now if C is bounded in (' 1 , ' 2)_X: but does not meet
[' 1 , ' 2]_X: then C is compact and contained in (' 1 , ' 2)_X:. From this
it follows that there exists '1 , '2 with ' 1<'1<* <'2<' 2 such that C is
bounded and contained in ('1 , '2)_X:, contrary to what was proved
above. Thus C meets [' 1 , ' 2]_X:. For the other case, suppose ' 1=&
and ' 2 is finite. If C is bounded and does not meet [' 2]_X: then C is
compact and again contained in some ('1 , '2)_X: with &=' 1<'1<
* <'2<' 2 , again contrary to what we have already shown. The theorem
follows.
Remark 1. Let C+ denote the continuum bifurcating from the point
(+, 0). If C+ meets [&]_X: where & is the real part of another eigenvalue
of A, it may happen that (&, 0) # C+ but there is no (*, ) # C+ , {0, with
(*, ) near (&, 0) and the solution of (13) (at *=&) through  uniformly
close to the trivial solution. Instead, (&, 0) may only be in one of the limit
sets of a non-trivial solution in C+ .
Remark 2. We cannot conclude that the continuum, if bounded, meets
some neighboring real eigenvalue slice because the calculation of the index
of the zero solution associated the linear part of the equation (14) depends
upon all eigenvalues with real part less than *; see the theorem of
Rybakowski [11], p. 59 cited above.
Remark 3. Bifurcation in some reaction-diffusion systems leads to solu-
tions oscillatory in time and possibly spatially invariant; other systems
bifurcate into time independent equilibria; see e.g. [2]. Our main abstract
result apparently could be used to study both types of phenomena. Thus,
for example, if the stationary problem is variational in form, our (time
varying) bifurcating solutions will tend (as t   or as t  &) to sets of
equilibria. This establishes bifurcation for the variational case without the
necessity of Hilbert space framework and can have, depending on the struc-
ture of the problem, implications regarding non-trivial equilibria for all
parameters in some range, say for ** . This improves (in this regard) on
the general possibilities normally available via critical point theory. We
look at an illustrative example in the next section.
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6. Stationary Solutions
We apply our main result to a one dimensional scalar boundary value
problem. Consider the periodic boundary value problem
uxx+*u+g(x, u, *)=0, for 0<x<2?, (15)
with 2?-periodic boundary conditions
u(0)&u(2?)=u$(0)&u$(2?)=0. (16)
The linear problem with g=0 has first eigenvalue of multiplicity one, and
all others of even multiplicity (two). Thus the global bifurcation result of
[8] does not apply at higher eigenvalues, although variational results may,
often with very precise results; see [9]. By a theorem of Krasnosel'skii [7],
[9] we have
Theorem 9. Suppose g # C 1([0, 2?]_R_R, R), g=g(x, s, *), with
g(x, 0, *)=0 and gs(x, 0, *)=0 for all x # [0, 2?]. Then each point (k2, 0),
k # N*=[0, 1, 2, ...] is a bifurcation point of (15), (16).
This can also be proven as an application of the methods of this paper
and the fact that the problem is variational in form; see [11]. The idea
behind this is evident in the proof of our next and final result, where we
make more restrictions on g(x, s, *).
We now consider equations of the form
uxx+*(u&g(x, u))=0, (17)
Theorem 10. Let g be continuously differentiable, g(x, s)=o( |s| ) as
s  0, uniformly in x # [0, 2?],
g
s
(x, s): =g$s(x, s)>0 for s{0, (18)
and
s& g(x, s)<0 for |s|>r0>0 (19)
for all x # [0, 2?]. Then for each *>0 there is a non-trivial solution x* of
(17), (16) with 2k zeros when k2<*(k+1)2, k=0, 1, 2, ... If in addition
g(x, &s)=&g(x, s) for all (x, s) # [0, 2?]_R then there are at least 2 non-
trivial solutions for each *>0.
Proof. Let X: be as in Theorem 8, with 0<:<1 so close to 1 that
X:/C1[0, 2?]. It is immediate from Theorem 8 that
&ut+uxx+*(u&g(x, u))=0, (x, t) # (0, 2?)_R
(20)
u(2?, t)&u(0, t)=ux(2?, t)&ux(0, t)=0, t # R
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has at each eigenvalue *=*k=(k-1)2, k # N=[1,2,3 ...] a bifurcating con-
tinuum of solutions bounded on [0, 2?]_R. Let G(x, s)=s0 g(x, y) dy.
Using the Lyapunov functional
8(t; u)=|
2?
0
1
2
|ux(x, t)| 2&
*
2
|u(x, t)| 2+G(x, u(x, t)) dx
we see that 8$(t)0 along solutions. It follows that the positive limit set
|(u) and the negative limit set :(u) each full bounded solution consists of
equilibria only. Any full bounded solution u(x, t) must tend to equilibria as
t   and as t  &. If u(x, t) is not the trivial solution, at least one of
these equilibria must also be non-trivial. Thus we have bifurcation for (17),
(16) at each *=*k=k2.
Let Ck denote the continuum bifurcating from (k2, 0). Using the fact that
g(x, s)=o(s) as s  0 and a limiting argument, we can see that if
u( } , 0){0 and (*, u( } , t)) # Ck is for all t # R very close in R_X: (and
hence in R_ C1(0 )) to (k2, 0) then for each t # R, u( } , t) has exactly 2k
zeros in [0, 2?), all of them simple. Let Cb :=Cb(R, X:) denote the space
of all bounded continuous functions mapping R into X:, with the
supremum norm. Let S2k denote the set of all functions in X: which
have 2k zeros in [0, 2?), all of them simple. Let S2k denote the set of
all functions v # Cb with the property that :(v) _ |(v)/% [0] and
:(v) _ |(v)/S2k _ [0]. Each S2k is open in Cb , and if for all t # R
(*, u( } , t)) # Ck"[(k2, 0)] is sufficiently close to (k2, 0) then u # S2k . We
claim u # S2k for all u # Cb with (*, u( } , 0)) # Ck"[(k
2, 0)].
Suppose (*, u( } , t)) # Ck is for all t # R so close to (k2, 0) that for all t,
u( } , t) has 2k zeros in [0, 2?). At least one of :(u), |(u) is nonzero. Thus
there is a nontrivial solution y to (17), (16) with y # S 2k . But if y # S2k
then y=y(x) has a multiple zero in [0, 2?), and by uniqueness of solutions
to initial value problems for (17) y=0, contradiction. Thus y # S2k . Now
suppose there exists (**, u*( } , 0)) # Ck with u*  S2k. Of course, it follows
that u*( } , t) # Ck for all t # R. Now S2k is open and Ck is connected so
there must exist a sequence (*n , un( } , 0)) # Ck , un # S2k , with (*n , un) 
(+, w) with w{0 and w  S2k (the convergence is uniform). It follows
that there is 0{w* # :(w) _ |(w) and w*  S2k . Then there exist
0{un* # :(un) _ |(un) for large n, un* # S2k , and un*  w*. This can only
happen if w* has a multiple zero, and by uniqueness of solutions to initial
value problems for (17), this implies w*=0, a contradiction. Thus u # S2k
for all (*, u( } , 0)) # Ck"(R_[0]).
Now suppose (*, u( } , )) # Ck"(R_[0]). Then u=u(x, t) is a full
bounded solution to (20). By (19) the problem (20) has a constant positive
super solution u >r0 and a constant negative sub-solution u
<&r0 . The
u-components of the bifurcating curves Ck must lie in the interval [u
, u ].
Thus if k1, Ck must meet [(k&1)2, (k+1)2]_X:. It follows that (17),
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(16) has a solution in S2k either for each * # [(k&1)2, k2] or else for each
* # [k2, (k+1)2]. Using Taylor's theorem we can write g(x, s) in the form
g(x, s)=h(x, s) s with h continuous and h(x, s)>0 for s{0. Let
(*, u*) # Ck & S2k :=C k .
Now (17) can be written
uxx+(*&h(x, u))u=0. (21)
Since *>*&h(x, u*(x)) for almost all x, by Sturm's comparison theorem
the solutions to
,xx+*,=0 (22)
must have at least 2k+1 zeros in [0, 2?), and hence cl(C k) cannot meet
[k2]_X:, (again, it cannot meet the line of trivial solutions) and hence
*>k2. Thus cl(C k) meets [(k+1)2]_X:"[((k+1)2, 0)]. It follows that
there is a non-trivial solution of (17), (16) for every *>0, with the required
properties.
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